• WELCOME TO •

The
Absinthe
Parlour

@ABSINTHEPARLOUR
THE LAST TUESDAY SOCIETY
11 MARE STREET LONDON E8 4RP
ABSINTHE

DISTILLERS OF
DEVIL'S BOTANY

Devil's Botany is the UK’s first Absinthe Distillery founded in London by Directors of The Last Tuesday Society: Allison Crawbuck & Rhys Everett. Distilled with a background in mixology, the Devil's Botany range has been expertly crafted to highlight absinthe’s versatility in cocktails.

+ REVEL WITH THE DEVIL +

ABSINTHE FOUNTAIN

DEVIL’S BOTANY ABSINTHE REGALIS
63% • GREEN ABSINTHE
BOLDLY BRITISH, IRRESISTIBLY SPICED

ABSINTHE REGALIS £11
25ML DEVIL’S BOTANY ABSINTHE REGALIS
PREPARED TABLESIDE WITH A TRADITIONAL FOUNTAIN, SPOON & SUGAR CUBE

INSPIRED BY A 1719 ELIXIR DISTILLED BY LONDON’S APOTHECARIES, ABSINTHE'S TRADITIONAL BOTANICALS ARE ENLIVENED WITH SPICES SUCH AS CINNAMON, NUTMEG & CARDAMOM.
- AWARD-WINNING -

ABSINTHE MARTINI

DEVIL’S BOTANY LONDON ABSINTHE
45% • CLEAR ABSINTHE
LOUD & FULL OF FLAVOUR

LONDON ABSINTHE £11
DEVIL'S BOTANY LONDON ABSINTHE & WHITE VERMOUTH, SERVED WITH A TWIST OR OLIVE

FLORAL & HEBACEOUS, A REBELLIOUS NEW STYLE OF CLEAR ABSINTHE THAT MAINTAINS A CLARITY OF APPEARANCE & FLAVOUR.
- AWARD-WINNING -

ABSINTHE LIQUEUR

DEVIL’S BOTANY CHOCOLATE ABSINTHE
24% • ABSINTHE LIQUEUR
DEVILISHLY INDULGENT

CHOCOLATE ABSINTHE LIQUEUR £8
50ML PERFECTLY SERVED NEAT OR OVER ICE

12% DISCRETIONARY SERVICE CHARGE WILL BE ADDED TO YOUR BILL
PLEASE SPEAK WITH YOUR SERVER ABOUT ANY ALLERGIES

ABSINTHE EXPERIENCE

DEVIL’S BOTANY ABSINTHE EXPERIENCE
THREE COURSE TASTING OF THE AWARD-WINNING DEVIL'S BOTANY ABSINTHE RANGE
+ LONDON ABSINTHE
+ ABSINTHE REGALIS FOUNTAIN
+ CHOCOLATE ABSINTHE LIQUEUR
+ £25 PER PERSON

Mix Creatively

ABSINTHE HIGHBALLS

LONDON ABSINTHE SONIC £11
DEVIL’S BOTANY LONDON ABSINTHE, MEDITERRANEAN TONIC, SODA WATER, LIME

LONDON ABSINTHE WITH PASSIONFRUIT & ELDERFLOWER £11
DEVIL’S BOTANY LONDON ABSINTHE, PASSIONFRUIT LIQUEUR, FEVER-TREE ELDERFLOWER TONIC

LONDON ABSINTHE WITH ORANGE & PINK GRAPEFRUIT £11
DEVIL’S BOTANY LONDON ABSINTHE, ORANGE LIQUEUR, FEVER-TREE PINK GRAPEFRUIT SODA

ABSINTHE REGALIS
WITH MELON & GINGER £13
DEVIL’S BOTANY ABSINTHE REGALIS, MELONADE LIQUEUR, FEVER-TREE GINGER BEER

SIGNATURE SERVES

DEVIL’S REVOLVER £11
DEVIL’S BOTANY LONDON ABSINTHE, TRIPLE SEC, WHITE VERMOUTH, LEMON

FINAL WORD £13
DEVIL’S BOTANY LONDON ABSINTHE, GREEN CHARTREUSE, MARASCHINO, LIME

CRYSTAL NEGRONI £11
DEVIL’S BOTANY LONDON ABSINTHE, WHITE VERMOUTH, LUXARDO BITTER BIANCO

CHOCOLATE SAZERAC £13
DEVIL’S BOTANY CHOCOLATE ABSINTHE LIQUEUR, BURNT FAITH BRANDY, EAST LONDON RYE, PEYCHAUD’S BITTERS, ANGOSTURA BITTERS

ABSINTHE ROYALE £11
DEVIL’S BOTANY ABSINTHE REGALIS, SPARKLING WINE, SIMPLE SYRUP

ABSINTHE OLD FASHIONED £13
DEVIL’S BOTANY ABSINTHE REGALIS, SIMPLE SYRUP, ANGOSTURA BITTERS

ASK TO SEE OUR FULL ABSINTHE LIST @ABSINTHEPARLOUR
DU KANG CAN!
WHITE VERMOUTH, ELDERFLOWER LIQUEUR, DEVIL’S BOTANY LONDON ABSINTHE, BAIJIU, FEVER-TREE LEMONADE.
• SERVED AS A SPRITZ

OTHERSIDE
DEVIL’S BOTANY LONDON DRY GIN, PAMA POMEGRANATE LIQUEUR, DEVIL’S BOTANY LONDON ABSINTHE, POMEGRANATE & ROSEMARY SHRUB, ORANGE BITTERS, FEVER-TREE TONIC WATER.
• SERVED IN A HIGHBALL

ANHANGA
CACHACA, LICOR 43, DEVIL’S BOTANY LONDON ABSINTHE, STRAWBERRY & CREMENT CORDIAL, EGG WHITE, LIME.
• SERVED ON THE ROCKS

THE BARON
DEVIL’S BOTANY CHOCOLATE ABSINTHE LIQUEUR, GOLD RUM, COCONUT RUM, CREME DE BANANE, DARK ARTS COFFEE.
• SERVED IN A COUPE

FROM THE ASHES
EAST LONDON RUM, DEVIL’S BOTANY ABSINTHE REGALIS, PASSIONFRUIT LIQUEUR, ANCHO CHILLI, PINEAPPLE, COCONUT.
• SERVED IN A TIKI

MERCHANT OF FLORENCE
EVAN WILLIAMS BOURBON, DEVIL’S BOTANY CHOCOLATE ABSINTHE LIQUEUR, AMARO SANTONI, VANILLA, CHERRY BITTERS.
• SERVED ON THE ROCKS

LUXE
CAZCABEL BLANCO TEQUILA, DEVIL’S BOTANY LONDON ABSINTHE, CORN LIQUEUR, PINEAPPLE AGAVE TEPACHE, FEVER-TREE SODA WATER.
• SERVED IN A HIGHBALL

EYE CONTACT
EVAN WILLIAMS BOURBON, DEVIL’S BOTANY ABSINTHE REGALIS, NECTARINE, PEACH & LEMON THYME, LEMON.
• SERVED IN A JULEP

VANITY SLAYER
CAZCABEL BLANCO TEQUILA, DEVIL’S BOTANY LONDON ABSINTHE, CREME DE CACAO BLANC, YUZU-INFUSED SAKE, RASPBERRY, LEMON.
• SERVED IN A COUPE

ENDLESS RETURN
DEVIL’S BOTANY LONDON DRY GIN, DEVIL’S BOTANY LONDON ABSINTHE, AXIA EXTRA DRY MASTIHA, ORANGE BLOSSOM OXYMEL, LEMON.
• SERVED IN A COUPE

CLASSIC COCKTAILS AVAILABLE UPON REQUEST
12% DISCRETIONARY SERVICE CHARGE WILL BE ADDED TO BILL
PLEASE SPEAK WITH YOUR SERVER ABOUT ANY ALLERGIES

* COCKTAIL MENU CURATED BY *  
ROUNI THOMPSON & THE ABSINTHE PARLOUR TEAM
LONDON CRAFT BEER

SIGNATURE BREW STUDIO LAGER £6
4% ABV | 330ML CAN

WILD CARD IPA £6
5.5% ABV | 330ML CAN

FIVE POINTS RAILWAY PORTER £6
4.8% ABV | 330ML BOTTLE

➡️ MAKE IT A BOILERMAKER £10
25ML DEVIL’S BOTANY CHOCOLATE ABSINTHE LIQUEUR & BOTTLE OF FIVE POINTS RAILWAY PORTER

UMBRELLA APPLE CIDER £6
5% ABV | 330ML CAN

NIRVANA HOPPY PALE ALE £6
0.5% ABV | 330ML CAN | NON-ALCOHOLIC BEER

ASK TO SEE OUR FULL NON-ALCOHOLIC MENU

WINE

WHITE
CHENIN BLANC | GLASS £6 | BOTTLE £29
SOUTH AFRICA

RED
MERLOT | GLASS £6 | BOTTLE £29
SOUTH AFRICA

ROSE
PINOTAGE | GLASS £6 | BOTTLE £29
SOUTH AFRICA

SPARKLING
BLANC DE BLANC | GLASS £8 | BOTTLE £40
FRANCE

NIBBLES

RED PEPPER TAPENADE & BASIL PICOS DE PAN BREADSTICKS £5

➡️ BAR SNACK TRIO £10
A PORTION OF EACH BAR SNACK OPTION:
GREEN OLIVES, CLUB NUT MIX & CHILLI MIX

GREEN OLIVES £4

CLUB NUT MIX £4

CHILLI MIX WITH WASABI PEAS & CHILLI RICE CRACKERS £4

PLEASE SPEAK TO OUR STAFF ABOUT ANY ALLERGIES

UPCOMING EVENTS

DEVIL’S BOTANY ABSINTHE HOUR
HOSTED EVERY WEEKDAY 15:00-18:00
WEEKLY DEVIL’S BOTANY ABSINTHE SPECIALS

TAROT & PALM READINGS
MONTHLY READINGS WITH DEVIL’S BOTANY
TAROT READING: 25/10, 15/11, 13/12
PALM READING: 18/10, 01/11, 06/12

HORROR MOVIE MONDAYS
A SERIES OF HORROR FILM SCREENINGS PAIRED WITH DEVIL’S BOTANY ABSINTHE
30 OCT | 20 NOV | 04 DEC

MAGICKAL BOTANY: CANDLE-MAKING WORKSHOP
CHANNEL THE POWERS OF NATURE IN A MAGICK CANDLE-MAKING WORKSHOP
22 OCT

WICKED WEDNESDAY SPIRIT TASTINGS
MONTHLY SPIRIT MASTERCLASSES
20 SEPT WHISKEY | 11 OCT ABSINTHE | 15 NOV TEQUILA | 13 DEC BRANDY

POPPET & MAGIC DOLL WORKSHOP
MAKE A MAGICAL POPPET & TAKE PART IN A WITCHCRAFT RITUAL TO ENCHANT IT
08 OCT | 19 NOV | 03 DEC

SPIRITS OF THE OTHERWORLD
A SPIRITED LECTURE ON THE HISTORY OF DRINKING RITUALS AND THE OCCULT
16 OCT

ORIGINS & RITUALS OF ABSINTHE
A HISTORY OF ABSINTHE IN LONDON & TASTING
23 OCT

MAGICK IN MIXOLOGY COCKTAIL BITTERS WORKSHOP
CONJURE MAGIC WITH YOUR OWN BOTANICALLY CHARGED COCKTAIL BITTERS
24 OCT | 29 OCT

SCRYING WORKSHOP
LEARN THE ART OF SCRYING: GAZING ON WATER SURFACES, MIRRORS, FLAMES & CRYSTAL BALLS
12 NOV | 21 JAN

BURNING TIMES: WITCHES & PERSECUTION
TALK ON LONDON’S WITCH-RIDDEN, PAGAN PAST
13 NOV

WILD ALCHEMY
THE ANCIENT PRACTICES OF ALCHEMY, ASTROLOGY AND WILDCRAFTING COMBINED
27 NOV

FOR MORE INFORMATION AND TICKETS, VISIT THELASTTUESDAYSOCIETY.ORG/ABSINTHE-PARLOUR

@ABSINTHEPARLOUR